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Abstract
Objective
To assess the real-world comparative eﬀectiveness of switching from
natalizumab (NTZ) to a moderate-eﬃcacy (Mod) disease-modifying
therapy (DMT) vs high-eﬃcacy therapy (HET) in patients with
multiple sclerosis (MS).
Methods
Patients discontinuing NTZ at two MS centers (n = 556) who switched to Mod DMT (n = 270)
vs HET (n = 130) were assessed using propensity score (PS) weighting. PS model covariates
included demographics and baseline clinical and MRI characteristics. All outcomes were reported
as Mod DMT vs HET.
Results
Of the patients included in the study, 48.6% switched to Mod DMT (dimethyl fumarate, n =
130; ﬁngolimod, n = 140) vs 23.4% who switched to HET (ocrelizumab, n = 106; rituximab,
n = 17; alemtuzumab, n = 7). Within the ﬁrst 6 months post-NTZ, switchers to Mod DMT
experienced comparable relapses (odds ratio [OR] = 1.36, 95% conﬁdence interval [CI]
[0.72–1.66], p = 0.724), although they had increased MRI activity on treatment (OR = 2.59,
95% CI [1.09–3.57], p = 0.037). By 24 months post-NTZ, there was no diﬀerence in the
annualized relapse rate (OR = 1.44, 95% CI [0.69–1.59], p = 0.334) or time to ﬁrst clinical
relapse (HR = 2.12, 95% CI [0.87–5.17], p = 0.090), although switchers to Mod DMT had
higher gadolinium-enhancing (GdE) lesions (OR = 3.62, 95% CI [1.56–5.21], p = 0.005),
earlier time to ﬁrst GdE lesion (HR = 6.67, 95% CI [2.06–9.16], p = 0.002), lower proportion
with the absence of disease activity (OR = 0.41, 95% CI [0.21–0.71], p = 0.004), and higher
risk of disability progression on T25FW (OR = 1.83, 95% CI [1.06–3.02], p = 0.043) and 9HPT (OR = 1.81, 95% CI [1.05–3.56], p = 0.044).
Conclusion
Patients switching from NTZ to Mod DMT vs HET were at relatively increased risk of disease
activity within the ﬁrst 6 months of NTZ withdrawal that was sustained at 24 months, yielding
greater disability progression.
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Natalizumab (NTZ) is a high-eﬃcacy disease-modifying therapy (DMT) for relapsing forms of multiple sclerosis (MS).1–3
In clinical practice, long-term use of NTZ is limited by potential
safety risks, including progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy (PML),4,5 that can be reduced by switching to a diﬀerent DMT. However, the transition between NTZ and
alternative therapies poses additional risks because disease
reactivation can occur upon NTZ discontinuation in the form
of relapses and/or gadolinium-enhancing (GdE) lesions.6–9
The risk of rebound disease-activity that is worse compared to
the pre-NTZ period-increases with longer NTZ washout
periods > 3 months10,11 and by switching to an alternative
therapy with lower eﬃcacy.12 Many studies investigated the
eﬀect of switching from NTZ to a diﬀerent DMT in high-risk
PML populations.10–23 However, consensus is still lacking in
regard to DMT sequencing following NTZ cessation. A paucity
of data is available that directly compare disease activity head to
head across diﬀerent DMT switching paradigms.
Real-world studies are therefore needed to investigate the
eﬀects of various post-NTZ sequencing strategies on both early
and longer-term MS disease activity and disability progression.
Published data demonstrated that patients de-escalating therapy from NTZ to a lower-eﬃcacy DMT (e.g., glatiramer acetate, interferon beta, and teriﬂunomide) are at risk of rebound
or breakthrough disease activity.12,18,20 However, patients may
fare better by switching to a moderate DMT (Mod DMT) or
high-eﬃcacy therapy (HET).
We sought to ﬁll an important knowledge gap by comparing the
eﬀectiveness of switching from NTZ to a Mod DMT vs another
HET on MS outcomes in a clinical practice cohort at 6 months
and 24 months using propensity score (PS)-adjusted methods.24 In the present study, we deﬁned Mod DMT as treatment
with either ﬁngolimod or dimethyl fumarate, based on equivalent clinical and MRI outcome measures derived from various
comparative eﬀectiveness studies.25–30 We deﬁned HET as
treatment switch to ocrelizumab, rituximab, or alemtuzumab.

Methods
Standard protocol approvals, registrations,
and patient consents
This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at
the Cleveland Clinic.
Patient population
We conducted a retrospective observational study of patients
with MS treated at the Cleveland Clinic Lou Ruvo Center for
Brain Health (LRCBH) and Cleveland Clinic Mellen Center
who discontinued NTZ between December 2005 and January
2018 and switched either to a Mod DMT or another HET.
Patients were identiﬁed through the TOUCH® prescribing
program database. All patients included in the study were
previously diagnosed with MS by a Cleveland Clinic MS specialist at the LRCBH or the Mellen Center.
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Data collection
All patients who switched from NTZ to a Mod DMT or HET
and had 6-month and 24-month data available were identiﬁed.
Baseline and outcome data were collected from the electronic
medical record (EMR). To adequately capture baseline disease
characteristics important for determining treatment allocation
between the two therapeutic paradigms, we included covariates
derived from the EMR data in the 12 months before NTZ
exposure and within 6 months before NTZ discontinuation.
These data were conﬁrmed by an MS clinician before they were
included in the data set. The study adjusted for NTZ washout
duration >3 months to lower the risk of disease rebound as
a potential confounder.
Demographics and clinical, radiographic, laboratory, and
patient-reported outcome (PRO) measures were collected from
the EMR. Follow-up assessments (e.g., clinician visits, MRI
frequency, and protocols) did not diﬀer between the groups.
Clinical relapses—identiﬁed retrospectively in the patients’
charts—were designated by the treating neurologist and deﬁned as new or worsening MS symptoms lasting greater than 24
hours without a coexisting fever or illness. The timed 25-foot
walk (T25FW)31 and 9-hole peg test (9-HPT)32 were measured by the treating health care providers as part of routine
clinical practice. The number of new T2-hyperintense and GdE
brain MRI lesions were manually counted by Cleveland Clinic
neuroradiologists. Neuroradiologic data at 6-month follow-up
were compared with brain MRIs 6 months before NTZ discontinuation, and 24-month neuroradiologic data were compared with brain MRIs within 12 months of initiating the
switched DMT. To assess the patient experience, PRO measures, such as the Patient Health Questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9)33
and Performance Scale,34 were also collected. We stored collated information in an encrypted database using a passwordprotected Excel Spreadsheet on secure Cleveland Clinic servers.
Statistical analysis
Data were imported for analysis into R version 3.5.2.35 The
majority of covariates incorporated into the PS model were
missing in <10% of patients. However, some covariates (e.g.,
baseline MRI data and JC virus antibody status) were missing
in >10% of patients. We used the same approach as in our
previously conducted studies to account for missingness patterns in the PS.25,27
Analyses were conducted in both an intention-to-treat (ITT)
model and on-treatment (“per protocol”) as a sensitivity analysis
for those switching from NTZ to their respective DMT strategy
(Mod DMT or HET) by 6- and 24-month follow-up. The
primary outcome was the annualized relapse rate ratio (ARR
ratio; Mod DMT vs HET) at 24 months. The ARR was calculated by dividing the total number of relapses by the total
number of person-years at risk. Secondary outcome measures
included the time to ﬁrst relapse, time to ﬁrst GdE lesion, and
proportions with new T2-hyperintense lesions, GdE lesions,
MRI disease activity (a composite outcome measure deﬁned as
the proportion of patients with new T2-hyperintense lesions
Neurology.org/CP

and/or GdE lesions), absence of disease activity (a composite
outcome measure deﬁned as freedom from clinical relapses and
MRI disease activity), and 20% worsening on the T25FW and 9HPT.25,26,32
The PS was built as a logistic regression model to calculate the
likeliness of switching from NTZ to Mod DMT, as opposed to
HET, using a priori selected covariates (table 1). A PS was
calculated for each patient and subsequently used in an Average
Treatment eﬀect on the Treated (ATT) weighting model to
derive a sample of patients who were similar at baseline except
for their allocated treatment paradigm. This approach reduced
the eﬀect of indication bias on our comparisons of NTZ switch
to Mod DMT vs HET while still retaining information from all
patients. Owing to diﬀerent sample sizes across the two
cohorts, a PS matching technique was not used because a large
selection of patients would have remained unmatched, consequently introducing another selection bias into the PS model.24
Before deriving conclusions on treatment eﬀect diﬀerences
between our groups of interest, we selected PS weighting on
the basis of a more complete balance across the variables included in our PS model between the two cohorts.
Similar to previous studies,25,27 the strength of the PS model was
assessed by how well it balanced the two groups, as determined
by comparing the standardized diﬀerences across the means of
the covariates before and after PS adjustment. In this study, we
determined excellent covariate balance as achieving an absolute
standardized diﬀerence of <10% on the means of the covariates
across the two therapeutic strategies. Before ATT weighting,
unadjusted outcome measures were estimated using Pearson χ 2
tests for categorical data and t tests for continuous data. After
ATT weighting, conditional logistic regression models were
used to calculate odds ratio (OR) estimates for binary outcomes
and Cox proportional hazards models and Kaplan-Meier survival curves to obtain survival end points. The ARR was analyzed using a Poisson regression model. Odds and hazards ratios
were measured as those who switched from NTZ to a Mod
DMT compared with patients who switched to HET. The
primary outcome measure (ARR ratio) was based on a twotailed test of statistical signiﬁcance with α = 0.05. Assuming 80%
power with a total sample size of 400 patients, the minimum
detectable eﬀect size was determined to be 0.26.
Data availability
Anonymized data can be shared at the request of qualiﬁed
investigators for purposes of replicating procedures and results.

Results
Baseline characteristics
In the original cohort, 556 patients from the Cleveland Clinic
LRCBH and the Mellen Center discontinued NTZ between
December 2005 and January 2018 (ﬁgure 1). The majority of
patients withdrew from NTZ due to increased PML risks (n
= 305, 54.9%). Of those who had 24-month follow-up data
available for review, a total of 270 patients switched to Mod
Neurology.org/CP

DMT (ﬁngolimod n = 140, dimethyl fumarate n = 130), and
130 patients transitioned to HET (ocrelizumab n = 104,
rituximab n = 18, and alemtuzumab n = 18).
Demographics and baseline disease characteristics are presented in table 1. The majority of patients in our cohort had
relapsing-remitting MS at the time of natalizumab exposure
(Mod DMT = 95.9%, HET = 95.2%). A higher proportion of
patients discontinuing NTZ due to increased PML risks
switched to Mod DMT (72.7%) compared with HET (60.1%)
(p = 0.019), which was consistent with the increased proportion of patients who switched to Mod DMT (62.6%) vs
HET (47.0%) due to JC virus antibody seropositivity at any
time (p = 0.027). The mean washout duration between groups
was similar and relatively short (Mod DMT = 1.4 months,
HET = 1.8 months; p = 0.340), reducing the risk of disease
reactivation that otherwise would have posed an additional
confounder. Duration of NTZ treatment did not diﬀer between
our cohorts. As expected, the proportion with baseline disease
activity, measured via relapses and new T2 and/or GdE lesions,
before starting NTZ was numerically higher compared with
disease activity while on NTZ (table 1).
Propensity score model
The PS model was built using demographics and baseline
clinical, radiographic, laboratory, and PRO characteristics
summarized in table 1. Missing covariate data did not considerably change the overall balance of covariates after PS
weighting. The model correctly assigned higher PS to the Mod
DMT group compared with the HET group (ﬁgure e-1, links.
lww.com/CPJ/A162), given that the logistic regression model
was calculated to determine the likelihood of switching from
NTZ to the former treatment paradigm. Before ATT weighting, the treatment groups were not balanced well with at least
half of the covariates falling outside of the 10% absolute standardized diﬀerence range. Furthermore, the absolute value of
the standardized diﬀerence of the linear PS comparing Mod
DMT with HET was 91.2%, which was considerably greater
than the 50% standard previously recommended by Rubin.36
Therefore, we determined that PS adjustment was warranted to
account for indication bias before making conclusions on differences in treatment eﬀects.
PS weighting balanced the two treatment groups eﬀectively
with only 5 covariates obtaining absolute standardized diﬀerences >10% (ﬁgure e-2, links.lww.com/CPJ/A162). In a double robust approach, PS weighting also produced a similar
linear PS distribution with a standardized diﬀerence of 17.2%,
which was suﬃciently within the 50% standard.
Outcome estimates by 6-month follow-up
To estimate the eﬀectiveness of switching from NTZ to a Mod
DMT vs HET on early MS disease activity, we compared inﬂammatory disease outcomes (e.g., relapse, MRI activity, and
absence of disease activity) within 6 months of NTZ discontinuation. Unadjusted and postweighting outcomes are
summarized in tables 2 and 3. By 6 months, 11.7% of Mod
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Table 1 Baseline characteristics of NTZ switchers to Mod DMT vs HETa
Moderate efficacy, n = 270

High efficacy, n = 130

n or mean

% or SD

n or mean

% or SD

Age at diagnosis (years, SD)

33.3

9.0

32.1

9.6

0.228

Age at NTZ discontinuation
(years, SD)

42.5

9.9

42.2

10.8

0.778

Sex (female)

182

67.4%

88

67.7%

1.000

p Value

Demographics

Race

0.079

White

224

86.2%

92

75.4%

Black

32

12.3%

26

21.3%

Other

4

1.6%

4

3.3%

Tobacco smoking

72

26.7%

29

22.3%

0.414

Asthma

27

10.0%

17

13.1%

0.072

Cancer

11

4.1%

1

0.8%

0.133

COPD

4

1.5%

0

0.0%

0.391

Diabetes mellitus

24

8.9%

8

6.2%

0.455

Hyperlipidemia

45

16.7%

10

7.7%

0.022b

Hypertension

57

21.1%

17

13.1%

0.072

Disease duration (years, SD)

17.1

8.6

15.1

8.9

0.041b

Relapsing-remitting MS at disease onset

255

95.9%

120

95.2%

0.422

Comorbidities

Disease history

Disease course at NTZ discontinuation

0.021

b

Relapsing-remitting

199

74.8%

109

83.8%

Primary progressive

2

0.8%

3

2.3%

Progressive relapsing

10

3.8%

0

0.0%

Secondary progressive

55

20.7%

18

13.8%

2.9

1.6

3.0

1.5

0.443

Interferon

229

84.8%

95

73.1%

0.037b

Glatiramer

115

42.6%

55

42.3%

1.000

Fingolimod

10

3.7%

23

17.7%

<0.001b

Dimethyl fumarate

6

2.2%

31

24.0%

<0.001b

Teriflunomide

2

0.7%

5

3.8%

0.070

Mitoxantrone

6

2.2%

0

0.0%

0.203

Other immunosuppressive

30

11.1%

10

5.9%

0.065

35 (1–93)

N/A

28 (1–65)

N/A

0.142

Breakthrough disease

40

14.8%

24

18.5%

0.776

Intolerance

53

19.6%

31

23.8%

0.504

NTZ risks (PML)

196

72.7%

78

60.1%

0.019b

No. of previous DMTs (number, SD)

NTZ infusions, mean (range)
Reason for NTZ discontinuation

Continued
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Table 1 Baseline characteristics of NTZ switchers to Mod DMT vs HETa (continued)
Moderate efficacy, n = 270

High efficacy, n = 130

n or mean

% or SD

n or mean

% or SD

1.4

5.5

1.8

4.5

0.340

Negative

68

35.8%

59

50.4%

0.027b

Positive

119

62.6%

55

47.0%

Indeterminate

3

1.6%

3

2.6%

3.2

1.1

3.2

1.0

0.739

Relapse before NTZ initiation

103

40.1%

56

48.3%

0.171

Relapse during NTZ treatment

13

4.8%

7

5.4%

1.000

Brain MRI before NTZ initiation

229

84.8%

100

76.9%

GdE lesions

102

44.5%

46

46.0%

0.901

New T2 lesions

85

37.1%

45

46.9%

0.130

96

35.6%

64

49.2%

GdE lesions

3

3.2%

0

0.0%

0.436

New T2 lesions

2

2.1%

0

0.0%

0.663

9.1

9.0

7.3

3.9

0.086

DMT washout (mean, SD)

p Value

Labs
JCV antibody status at NTZ
discontinuation

ALC at NTZ discontinuation
(×109/L; mean, SD)
Disease activity

Brain MRI 6 months before NTZ
discontinuation

Objective measures
T25FW (s, SD)
Ambulation assistance

0.175

None

174

69.9%

88

79.3%

Unilateral

26

10.4%

8

7.2%

Bilateral

38

15.3%

9

8.1%

Wheelchair

11

4.4%

6

5.4%

30.5

16.9

26.4

9.3

0.099

MS performance scale

15.0

7.7

14.5

8.5

0.694

PHQ-9 score, depressed

69

43.7%

27

38.0%

0.512

9-HPT dominant (mean sec, SD)
Patient-reported outcomes

Abbreviations: 9-HPT = 9-hole peg test; ALC = absolute lymphocyte count; GdE = gadolinium enhancing; HET = high-efficacy therapy; JCV = JC virus; Mod =
moderate-efficacy DMT; NTZ = natalizumab; PHQ-9 = Patient Health Questionnaire-9; T25FW = timed 25-foot walk; MS = multiple sclerosis.
NTZ discontinuation due to breakthrough disease is defined as NTZ cessation due to clinical relapses, new MRI activity, or progression of disability.
PHQ-9 score, depressed defined as PHQ-9 score ≥10.
a
Unless otherwise specified in the table, baseline disease characteristics defined as the time period within 12 months of NTZ initiation.
b
Statistically significant p value (alpha = 0.05).

DMT-treated patients experienced a clinical relapse vs 8.7% of
HET-treated patients with a PS-adjusted OR = 1.36 (95%
conﬁdence interval [CI] [0.72–1.66], p = 0.724). In an ITT
model, MRI disease activity favored those who switched to
HET (OR = 1.68, p = 0.068) but did not reach statistical
signiﬁcance. In a sensitivity analysis including only patients on
treatment, those treated with Mod DMT had higher MRI
Neurology.org/CP

disease activity (OR = 2.59, 95% CI [1.09–3.87], p = 0.037),
GdE lesions (OR = 3.37, 95% CI [1.45–4.68], p = 0.007), and
new T2-hyperintense lesions (OR = 2.18, 95% CI [1.10–4.01],
p = 0.029). Furthermore, of those who had available clinical and
MRI data by 6-month follow-up (Mod DMT n = 238, HET n =
109), patients switching from NTZ to Mod DMT had lower
likelihood of achieving absence of disease activity (61.3%)
Neurology: Clinical Practice | Volume , Number  | Month 2020
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Figure 1 Study flow diagram

At 24-month follow-up, 270 patients switched from NTZ to a Mod DMT (fingolimod and dimethyl fumarate), and 130 patients switched to HET (ocrelizumab,
rituximab, and alemtuzumab). The majority of patients discontinued NTZ due to increased PML risks, of which a greater proportion switched to Mod DMT vs
HET. Low (efficacy) DMT: glatiramer acetate, interferon beta, teriflunomide. Other IS: azathioprine, mycophenolate mofetil, cyclophosphamide, pulse
methylprednisolone, and pulse IVIG. DMT = disease-modifying therapy; HET = high-efficacy therapy; IS = immunosuppressive therapy; Mod = moderateefficacy DMT; NTZ = natalizumab; PML = progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy.

compared with those who switched to HET (80.7%) (OR =
0.42, 95% CI [0.23–0.76], p = 0.004).
Outcome estimates by 24-month follow-up
To determine the durability of treatment eﬀect on inﬂammatory
disease activity and disability progression, we assessed 24month outcomes in NTZ switchers to Mod DMT vs HET
(tables 2 and 3). By 24 months, 13.3% of Mod DMT patients
had a clinical relapse vs 10.0% of HET patients. Mod DMT
patients had 36 relapses over 171.4 patient-years of treatment
with ARR = 0.21 (95% CI = 0.07–0.39). HET patients had 13
relapses over 118.2 patient-years of treatment with ARR = 0.11
(95% CI = 0.05–0.42). After PS weighting, there was no difference in the ARR (ARR ratio = 1.44, 95% CI [0.69–1.59], p =
0.334). The mean time to ﬁrst relapse was 3.2 months for Mod
DMT compared with 4.4 months for HET. Although survival
outcomes favored HET, no diﬀerence was found in time to ﬁrst
relapse between groups over the ﬁrst 24 months of treatment
(HR = 2.12, 95% CI [0.87–5.17], p = 0.090) (ﬁgure 2).
In an ITT model, among all patients with available MRI data by
24-month follow-up (Mod DMT n = 252, HET n = 126),
25.4% of patients on Mod DMT demonstrated MRI activity vs
11.9% on HET (OR = 2.43, 95% CI [1.08–3.93], p = 0.039). A
sensitivity analysis comparing only patients on treatment
showed similar ﬁndings. Furthermore, patients treated with
Mod DMT had higher odds of GdE lesions (OR = 1.99, 95%
CI [1.12–2.73], p = 0.022) and new T2-hyperintense lesions
(OR = 2.15, 95% CI [1.18–3.01], p = 0.011) with similar
ﬁndings in a sensitivity analysis only comparing patients on
treatment (tables 2 and 3). Patients who switched to Mod
DMT also experienced earlier time to ﬁrst GdE lesion compared with HET (HR = 6.67, 95% CI [2.06–9.16), p = 0.002)
(ﬁgure 3). An additional sensitivity analysis comparing
6
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inﬂammatory disease outcomes stratiﬁed by reason for
discontinuation—breakthrough disease and safety risks—also
showed similar results to the entire cohort, although comparative increased disease activity in the Mod DMT group
appeared to be driven by NTZ switchers due to breakthrough
disease (table 4).
Of patients with available on-treatment clinical and MRI outcome data by 24 months (Mod DMT n = 127, HET n = 92),
NTZ switchers to Mod DMT had lower likelihood of absence
of disease activity (63.7%) vs HET (80.4%) (OR = 0.41, 95%
CI [0.21–0.71], p = 0.004). Using surrogate markers of disability progression, NTZ switchers to Mod DMT experienced
higher odds of 20% worsening of the T25FW (OR = 1.83, 95%
CI [1.06–3.02], p = 0.043) and 20% worsening of the 9-HPT
(OR = 1.81, 95% CI [1.05–3.56], p = 0.044). There were no
cases of PML or other serious opportunistic infections reported
in either cohort.

Discussion
NTZ is a high-eﬃcacy DMT indicated for relapsing forms of
MS, for which long-term use in clinical practice is limited by
potential safety risks, including PML. The risk is particularly
high in patients who (1) have a high anti-JC virus antibody
index, (2) had NTZ exposure longer than 24 months, and (3)
had previous exposure to immunosuppressive therapies.4,5 In
the current neurotherapeutic landscape of multiple available
DMTs with various mechanisms of action and eﬀectiveness and
safety proﬁles, it is possible to lower these PML risks by
switching patients to another therapy. However, an additional
risk of disease reactivation occurs upon NTZ interruption.
After NTZ discontinuation, the time to return of α4β1-integrin
antigen saturation to values found in untreated patients likely
Neurology.org/CP

Table 2 Summary of unadjusted effectiveness outcomes of NTZ switchers to Mod DMT vs HET
Moderate efficacy, n = 270

High efficacy, n = 130

n

% or SD

n

% or SD

p Value

31

11.7%

11

8.7%

0.462

0.12

0.32

0.09

0.28

0.364

219

81.1%

107

82.3%

0.824

MRI activity (GdE + new T2 lesions)

47

21.5%

12

11.2%

0.054

GdE lesions

37

16.9%

11

10.3%

0.285

New T2 lesions

46

21.0%

15

14.0%

0.127

MRI available for review (on treatment)

184

68.1%

94

72.6%

0.133

MRI activity (GdE + new T2 lesions)

46

25.0%

8

8.5%

0.039b

GdE lesions

30

16.3%

2

2.1%

0.014b

New T2 lesions

39

21.4%

8

8.5%

0.042b

146/238

61.3%

88/109

80.7%

0.005b

36

13.3%

13

10.0%

0.122

0.14

0.28

0.06

0.26

0.364

252

93.3%

126

96.9%

0.244

MRI activity (GdE + new T2 lesions)

64

25.4%

15

11.9%

0.012b

GdE lesions

44

17.5%

11

8.7%

0.028b

New T2 lesions

72

28.6%

19

15.1%

0.021b

MRI available for review (on treatment)

136

50.4%

81

62.3%

0.011b

MRI activity (GdE + new T2 lesions)

26

19.1%

8

9.9%

0.029b

GdE lesions

24

17.6%

6

7.4%

0.013b

New T2 lesions

28

20.6%

8

9.9%

0.010b

81/127

63.7%

74/92

80.4%

0.006b

T25FW (mean sec, SD)

8.26

7.21

6.01

5.21

0.032b

20% worsening of T25FW

113/203

55.6%

38/94

40.2%

0.045b

9-HPT dominant (mean sec, SD)

24.93

10.65

21.36

10.11

0.039b

20% worsening of 9-HPT

103/189

54.5%

37/83

44.6%

0.048b

6-month outcomes
Clinical relapse (no. of patients)
Relapses per patient (mean, SD)
MRI available for review
(intention to treat)

Absence of disease activitya
24-month outcomes
Clinical relapse (no. of patients)
Relapses per patient (mean, SD)
MRI available for review
(intention to treat)

Absence of disease activitya
Measures of neurologic disability

Abbreviations: 9-HPT = 9-hole peg test; DMT = disease-modifying therapy; GdE = gadolinium enhancing; HET = highly effective therapy; Mod = moderate;
T25FW = timed 25-foot walk.
a
Absence of disease activity defined as absence of clinical relapses + absence of MRI activity (GdE lesions and/or new T2 lesions).
b
Statistically significant p value (alpha = 0.05).

vary across individuals and is predictive of the risk of GdE lesion
occurrence and rebound disease.8,37,38
Consensus is currently lacking on DMT switching strategies
after NTZ withdrawal and is primarily based on single-arm
investigations with variable outcomes, a few small comparative
Neurology.org/CP

eﬀectiveness studies, or expert opinion. Further observational
studies are thus warranted to compare the eﬀectiveness of postNTZ sequencing strategies to guide decision making in clinical
practice. To ﬁll this knowledge gap, we conducted a real-world
PS-adjusted study comparing patients switching from NTZ to
Mod DMT vs HET in a clinical practice cohort. We investigated
Neurology: Clinical Practice | Volume , Number  | Month 2020
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Table 3 Unadjusted and adjusted effectiveness outcomes of NTZ switchers to Mod DMT vs HET
Unadjusted

Propensity adjusted

Odds or
hazards ratio

95% CI

p Value

Odds or
hazards ratio

95% CI

p Value

1.32

0.66–2.03

0.764

1.36

0.72–1.66

0.724

MRI activity (GdE + new T2 lesions)

1.72

0.92–2.85

0.077

1.68

0.94–2.13

0.068

GdE lesions

1.61

0.76–3.39

0.281

1.63

0.83–2.69

0.202

New T2 lesions

1.57

0.81–3.05

0.200

1.58

0.84–2.91

0.189

MRI activity (GdE + new T2 lesions)

2.63

1.11–4.19

0.032b

2.59

1.09–3.87

0.037b

GdE lesions

3.35

1.42–4.85

0.006b

3.37

1.45–4.68

0.007b

New T2 lesions

2.14

1.08–4.12

0.038b

2.18

1.10–4.01

0.029b

0.52

0.34–0.82

0.005b

0.42

0.23–0.76

0.004b

Annualized relapse rate (ARR) ratio

1.43

0.72–1.96

0.423

1.44

0.69–1.59

0.334

Proportion with clinical relapse

1.40

0.68–2.88

0.389

1.36

0.62–1.78

0.711

Time to first relapse (months, mean)

1.74

0.84–4.23

0.126

2.12

0.87–5.17

0.090

MRI activity (GdE + new T2 lesions)

2.36

1.07–4.12

0.038b

2.43

1.08–3.93

0.039b

GdE lesions

1.89

1.08–3.24

0.037b

1.99

1.12–2.73

0.022b

New T2 lesions

2.02

1.09–3.03

0.018b

2.15

1.18–3.01

0.011b

MRI activity (GdE + new T2 lesions)

2.72

1.16–3.13

0.032b

2.54

1.18–3.07

0.021b

GdE lesions

3.59

1.49–5.48

0.006b

3.62

1.56–5.21

0.005b

New T2 lesions

2.14

1.08–4.12

0.033b

2.23

1.17–3.88

0.024b

Time to first GdE lesion (months, mean)

5.23

2.12–8.64

0.003b

6.67

2.06–9.16

0.002b

Absence of disease activitya

0.55

0.28–0.77

0.004b

0.41

0.21–0.71

0.004b

20% worsening of T25FW

1.78

1.03–3.21

0.045b

1.83

1.06–3.02

0.043b

20% worsening of 9-HPT

1.76

1.01–3.68

0.047b

1.81

1.05–3.56

0.044b

6-month outcomes
Proportion with clinical relapse
MRI disease activity (intention-to-treat)

MRI disease activity (on-treatment)

Absence of disease activitya
24-month outcomes

MRI disease activity (intent to treat)

MRI disease activity (on treatment)

Measures of neurologic disability

Abbreviations: 9-HPT = 9-hole peg test; CI = confidence interval; DMT = disease-modifying therapy; GdE = gadolinium enhancing; HET = highly effective
therapy; Mod = moderate; NTZ = natalizumab; T25FW = timed 25-foot walk.
a
Absence of disease activity defined as absence of clinical relapses + absence of MRI activity (GdE lesions and/or new T2 lesions).
b
Statistically significant p value (alpha = 0.05).

6-month time points to determine the early comparative
eﬀectiveness of NTZ switch to one of two treatment strategies
and 24-month time points to capture the durability of the new
treatment’s eﬀect.
Overall, disease activity remained low at 6-month and 24month follow-up in both post-NTZ treatment arms, relative to
the 12-month pre-NTZ period. Numerically, there was a signal
8
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for increased disease activity post-NTZ across both groups
relative to the time on treatment, but it did not supersede that of
the pre-NTZ period. Therefore, in our population, patients did
not experience rebound disease—putatively related to an immune reconstitution inﬂammatory syndrome–like phenomenon.39 Likely, the low disease activity was related to two
diﬀerent mechanisms in our study population: (1) a short
washout duration (mean <2 months) across both treatment
Neurology.org/CP

Figure 2 Kaplan-Meier plot of relapse-free status through 24-month follow-up

Kaplan-Meier survival analysis showed
a twofold higher hazard of first clinical relapse in NTZ switchers to moderate- vs
high-efficacy DMT but did not reach statistical significance. DMT = disease-modifying
therapy.

groups and (2) a form of inﬂammatory protection by switching
to an alternative DMT of at least moderate eﬃcacy. The French
TYSEDMUS study (n = 4,055) showed that 37.1% of patients
who discontinued NTZ experienced a relapse within 12
months of drug interruption, mainly occurring between 3 and 5
months of NTZ cessation. Similarly, this study did not observe
rebound disease activity with a pre-NTZ ARR = 1.99 and postNTZ ARR = 0.65.9 On the other hand, a smaller study investigating the eﬀects of NTZ interruption showed that the
cumulative probability of rebound disease activity was 39% and
mostly occurred between 3 and 9 months after NTZ cessation,
independently of an alternative DMT.6 These reported diﬀerences in relapse rates and risk of rebound disease upon NTZ
cessation are likely related to variable use and sequencing of
DMTs across centers and the restrictive availability of NTZ in
France to patients with very active disease.
Various studies previously demonstrated the beneﬁt of
switching to an alternative DMT following NTZ discontinuation to reduce the risk of rebound disease. In 1 study, VillaverdeGonzalez et al. showed that 71.4% of patients remained
relapse-free after switching from NTZ to one of the platform
DMTs. Furthermore, 62.5% of patients experienced no radiologic activity 12 months after NTZ cessation.40 However, this
study was limited by a small sample size and the use of less
eﬀective DMTs (e.g., glatiramer acetate and interferon beta)
post-NTZ, which are suspected to have limitations in
Neurology.org/CP

preventing rebound disease.19–21 Patients switching to more
eﬃcacious therapies may have better disease control.11,13–17,22,23
For instance, a large study (n = 536) showed that patients
switching from NTZ to ﬁngolimod experienced only a small rise
in the relapse rate (ARR = 0.38) relative to the period while on
NTZ (ARR = 0.26, p = 0.002).41
Our PS analysis demonstrated no diﬀerences in clinical relapses
between NTZ switchers to Mod DMT vs HET, although it
numerically favored HET. The mean time to ﬁrst clinical relapse
(3–5 months) observed in our patient population was consistent with the natural course of drug elimination and what was
previously reported in a number of smaller studies.6,38 Although there were no diﬀerences across early MRI disease
activity end points in an ITT model, our sensitivity analysis ontreatment at 6-month follow-up and cumulative MRI disease
activity over 24 months demonstrated lower eﬀectiveness in
NTZ switchers to Mod DMT compared with HET. Data in
patients switching from NTZ to other HET are scarce. However, 1 comparative eﬀectiveness study favored rituximab (n =
114) over ﬁngolimod (n = 142) in patients discontinuing NTZ
in relation to relapses (rituximab 1.8%, ﬁngolimod 17.6%) and
GdE lesions (0.9% vs 16.2%) at 1.5 years.22 These data are
consistent with those reported in the current investigation.
Another small observational study (n = 16) investigating
patients who switched from NTZ to alemtuzumab had no
relapses, MRI activity, or increased EDSS scores.23 These data
Neurology: Clinical Practice | Volume , Number  | Month 2020
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Figure 3 Kaplan-Meier plot of GdE lesion–free status through 24-month follow-up

Kaplan-Meier survival analysis showed earlier
time to first GdE lesion in patients switching
from NTZ to moderate- vs high-efficacy DMT.
DMT = disease-modifying therapy.

collectively suggest that rituximab and alemtuzumab are favorable options for post-NTZ therapy.
In a subgroup comparative eﬀectiveness analysis stratiﬁed by
reason for NTZ discontinuation, increased MRI activity in the
Mod DMT group was driven by patients who withdrew from
NTZ due to breakthrough disease. A similar ﬁnding, reporting
on relapse rates, was observed in a study by Jokubaitis et al.14
that reported that 30% of patients with disease activity on NTZ
relapsed within the ﬁrst 6 months of transitioning onto ﬁngolimod (RR = 0.001–0.13).
Other predictors of disease reactivation following NTZ withdrawal were described. Independent predictors of time to ﬁrst
clinical relapse in NTZ switchers to ﬁngolimod in the Jokubaitis
et al.14 study were the number of clinical relapses within the
previous 6 months (HR = 1.59; p = 0.002) and washout duration of 2–4 months compared with no washout at all (HR =
2.10; p = 0.041). A smaller French prospective study investigating the eﬀects of switching from NTZ to ﬁngolimod
similarly showed a lower risk of relapse (OR = 0.23; p = 0.001)
during a shorter washout period <3 months and with less
disease activity before NTZ initiation (p = 0.03).11
Approximately 20% of patients relapsed during the ﬁrst 6
months of ﬁngolimod treatment in a previous study.11 In
10
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contrast, our patient population experienced a lower risk of
clinical relapses within the ﬁrst 6 months of therapy when
switching from NTZ to Mod DMT (11.7%) and an even lower
risk when transitioning onto another HET (8.7%). This difference was likely related to the shorter mean washout period in
our patient population (1.6 months) vs a mean of 4.3 months in
the French study. It is unlikely that the inclusion of dimethyl
fumarate in the Mod DMT cohort in our investigation yielded
a considerable diﬀerence in ﬁndings relative to other studies
reporting on the eﬀectiveness of NTZ to ﬁngolimod transition.
However, if the addition of dimethyl fumarate was a diﬀerential
factor, the anticipation would be for a greater number of
relapses in our cohort (rather than fewer), given that no observational studies to date have demonstrated superior eﬀectiveness of dimethyl fumarate compared with ﬁngolimod.
Similarly, another study showed that the ARR 1 year after NTZ
to dimethyl fumarate transition was lower in those with
a washout duration ≤3 months vs >3 months (rate ratio 0.49,
95% CI [0.26–0.90]).15 Overall, published studies collectively
demonstrated that a washout period <3 months between NTZ
and ﬁngolimod or dimethyl fumarate is important in preventing
disease reactivation.
In this study, the treating providers likely started patients on
NTZ they thought were at highest risk of disease activity. Thus,
the fact that individuals in the Mod group fared worse (despite
Neurology.org/CP

Table 4 Unadjusted and adjusted effectiveness outcomes of NTZ switchers to Mod DMT vs HET by 24-month follow-up,
stratified by reason for NTZ discontinuation
Unadjusted

Propensity adjusted

Odds or
hazards ratio

95% CI

Odds or
hazards ratio

95% CI

1.64

0.89–4.92

0.083

1.71

0.95–4.74

0.061

MRI activity (GdE + new T2 lesions)

1.79

0.98–5.23

0.057

1.87

1.01–5.17

0.049c

GdE lesions

1.83

0.99–5.44

0.053

1.94

1.06–5.68

0.043c

New T2 lesions

1.81

0.98–5.03

0.055

1.89

1.02–5.24

0.047c

MRI activity (GdE + new T2 lesions)

2.74

1.18–6.32

0.028c

2.68

1.10–6.33

0.034c

GdE lesions

3.57

1.48–7.23

0.005c

3.42

1.49–7.16

0.006c

New T2 lesions

2.23

1.09–6.87

0.034c

2.31

1.09–6.21

0.027c

0.48

0.32–0.83

0.004c

0.39

0.21–0.89

0.003c

1.38

0.63–3.93

0.382

1.33

0.62–3.18

0.823

MRI activity (GdE + new T2 lesions)

1.66

0.94–5.33

0.123

1.68

0.94–4.26

0.131

GdE lesions

1.72

0.97–4.89

0.092

1.73

0.97–4.54

0.087

New T2 lesions

1.63

0.91–4.21

0.134

1.65

0.95–4.72

0.098

MRI activity (GdE + new T2 lesions)

2.01

1.05–4.29

0.043c

2.08

1.05–5.26

0.043c

GdE lesions

2.45

1.12–5.87

0.041c

2.47

1.14–6.01

0.039c

New T2 lesions

2.16

1.07–5.03

0.042c

2.21

1.08–4.58

0.041c

0.61

0.32–0.89

0.012c

0.62

0.33–0.85

0.011c

p Value

p Value

NTZ discontinuation due to
breakthrough diseaseb
Proportion with clinical relapse
MRI disease activity (intention-to-treat)

MRI disease activity (on-treatment)

Absence of disease activitya
NTZ discontinuation due to safety risksb
Proportion with clinical relapse
MRI disease activity (intention-to-treat)

MRI disease activity (on-treatment)

Absence of disease activitya

Abbreviations: CI = confidence interval; DMT = disease-modifying therapy; GdE = gadolinium enhancing; HET = high-efficacy therapy; Mod = moderate-efficacy
therapy; NTZ = natalizumab.
a
Absence of disease activity defined as absence of clinical relapses + absence of MRI activity (GdE lesions and/or new T2 lesions).
b
NTZ discontinuation due to breakthrough disease (Mod DMT n = 40, HET n = 24); NTZ discontinuation due to safety risks (Mod DMT n = 196, HET n = 78).
c
Statistically significant p value (alpha = 0.05).

likely having less aggressive disease) would support the need to
transition most patients to HET after NTZ. The current investigation was limited by various factors. First, our PS model
could not adjust for unmeasured covariates or residual biases.
To reduce the risk of hidden bias, we included a comprehensive
list of covariates believed to be important and representative of
those factors essential in determining treatment allocation following NTZ discontinuation. Other limitations inherent in
observational studies included the retrospective nature of the
investigation, missing data (e.g., radiologic and objective
measures of disability progression), and the potential for recall
bias in patient-reported relapses. However, the frequency of
established visits at our centers (on average every 3–6 months)
Neurology.org/CP

and the requirement for relapse conﬁrmation by the treating
clinician before inclusion into the study accounted for the latter
concern. We do not routinely assess EDSS scores during
follow-up visits; therefore, surrogate measures of disability
progression including 20% worsening of the T25FW and 9HPT were reported.32 Our study is also limited in that it was
conducted at two tertiary referral MS centers, which likely diﬀer
in patient population and treatment practices compared with
other community centers. Despite these limitations, this
comprehensive real-world study provides clinical insights into
the comparative eﬀectiveness of switching from NTZ to alternative treatment strategies that are increasingly used in
routine practice.
Neurology: Clinical Practice | Volume , Number  | Month 2020
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Conclusion

Appendix

The current study provides real-world clinical insights into
DMT switching patterns following NTZ discontinuation.
Patients switching from NTZ to Mod DMT vs HET are at
relatively increased risk of disease activity within the ﬁrst 6
months of NTZ withdrawal, which is sustained at 24 months,
yielding greater disability progression. The current study also
demonstrates that switching to a DMT of at least moderate
eﬃcacy following NTZ discontinuation is eﬀective in reducing
the risk of rebound disease when restricting the washout period
to <3 months, particularly in those switching to HET. Thus,
these data suggest that an HET should be considered in the
appropriate clinical setting when transitioning a patient oﬀ of
NTZ, especially when due to breakthrough disease. A larger,
multicenter study investigating the short- and long-term eﬀects
of post-NTZ DMT sequencing is planned to improve upon the
external validity of the current ﬁndings.
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